Women for Aryan Unity
Liberal Morality and Abortion ..
Under the influence of liberal social sciences, sex is regarded as a social therapy. The results are most alarming thousands of minors had abortions without their
parents’ consent, through the courts. There is no greater holocaust than economic,
social and political programs of liberals. They perpetuate social misery, misinform and obstruct solutions. Why has the nuclear family become so outmoded?
What now makes mothers kill their own children? Is abortion the freedom they so
long coveted which males have deprived them of? Do abortions ensure women
they are equal to men and able to compete with them? Is motherhood a social
role that shackles women? Is the choice not to be a mother the right a woman
should value and be proud about? If women want to be true and happy to
themselves they must answer these questions in an honest a way as possible.
Women cannot depend on professional liberated women, who regard them
as a group with interests related to non Whites, with only materialistic values and interests. Liberation fails to address the biological and spiritual
sides of womanhood. When nature and the innerself are denied for a social
and political agenda, women will not benefit. They will only alienate themselves from their femininity and become soulless members of a leftist political group. Politics will demand many more sacrifices from them, and they
will destroy their natural liberty and psychology. These liberal abortions exclude the fathers and degenerate the family. Liberal morality displaces
males in their role of providers and protectors of the family, is there really
any other role for them? Can such a one sided right benefit society? Excessive legalisation between the parents destroys personal freedom. Those who want to stop social misery above all the killing of unborn children, should expose such evil and opportunistic professionals.
Liberalism has become so established that it suppresses freedom. “Liberal laws” are not liberal, but repressive. Liberalism intrudes into social relations and makes them artificial and corrupt.

We must secure the existence of our people and a
future for White children.
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